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2009 CSDA ROUNDTABLES

Different Methods of Billing Cutting Services

Roundtable Summary Notes

The following are moderator summary notes, based on the handout questions
used during the roundtable. For the full roundtable transcript, turn to page 5 of
this document.

Handout # 1

Describe the Pros and Cons of the Different Billing Methods of Billing
Cutting Services:

1. Fixed Price or Lump Sum Price

Pros
• Highest profit potential.
• If work scope is broad enough, estimate variances will average out.
• Ability to control execution of work.
• You are getting compensated for having good staff and equipment.
• Do not have to show your unit rates.
• Opportunity for extra work at negotiated prices.

Cons
• Highest risk.
• Estimate needs to be very accurate.
• Need to monitor scope of work for changes.
• Changes may cost you if not controlled and priced.
• Schedule changes can hurt you.

2. Unit Price

Pros 
• Can make money with skilled operators and good equipment.
• Good transparency.
• Good efficiency pay off.

Cons
• Too easy to compete on price.
• Have to watch quantities very carefully and get client signoff.
• Need to clarify site conditions on which unit price is based.

3. Cost Plus (including hourly work )

Pros
• Upside is limited – ie profit is fixed.
• Low risk.
• Good for projects where there is lots of downtime (ie. Large oil refineries) or where the

cutting company does not have control on the work schedule.
Cons

• Hard to capture all costs and overheads.
• Cutting work is too specialized for this type of contract.
• Industry standard markups are not sufficient for cutting business ( ie 10% markup for

overhead and profit ).



Handout # 2

List some Tips associated with the Different Billing Methods of Billing
Cutting Services:

General

• Be honest with your customer.
• Get approval for extra work before performing.
• Have a company process for documenting a change.

1. Fixed Price or Lump Sum Price

• Discuss extra charges with superintendent before billing.
• Bill extra work on separate invoice – so as not to delay payment of work on base or

original contract.
• Know your scope of work and read the contract.
• Educate your client to look at things from your perspective.

2. Unit Price

• Discuss extra charges with superintendent before billing.
• Know your costs – diamond, equipment, labor etc, so you can ask for additional costs if

need be.

3. Cost Plus

• Use your income statement to prove your overheads.
• We may see more work being done under this form of contract.
• Consider charging for: travel time, standby time, water control, air monitoring, scanning,

safety training.
• Charge IRS rate of 54 cents as a fuel surcharge.

Handout # 3

In today’s economy, with increasing pressure to justify billing, some
State and Federal agencies and owners, have contractual agreements
to limit the amount of profit for work performed.  What percentage of
the total bill would these categories fall into and what other items
would you add to this list to justify your bill.

                                                                                                  %                                      
Labor

AVERAGE AROUND 30  - 40%
• Foreman
• Cutting Technician
• Helper



Equipment
AVERAGE AROUND 18 - 25%

• Wall saw
• Core drill

Materials
AVERAGE AROUND 10 - 15%

• Consumables
• Disposal

Balance would be left for General Administration costs (overhead) and Profit. 

Handout #4

What other items has your company billed for successfully that is not,
the actual cutting or drilling services?

• travel time
• standby time
• water control
• air monitoring
• scanning
• safety training and safety meetings
• fuel surcharge
• hole or opening covers
• removal of debris from site
• supervision
• bobcats and forklifts
• drug testing
• excavation
• concrete pour back
• concrete restoration
• product sales
• joint sealing
• epoxy injection
• grinding
• slurry collection and disposal
• living out allowance (per diem)
• traffic control
• equipment fabrication
• mobilization

In 2002, over 500 million invoices were paid online, has your company
gone to online billing and what are the pros and cons that you have
experienced.  

• Consensus that it is easier for companies to bill this way, but still a reluctance of some
clients to accept – as they still want a paper copy.

• Many companies are accepting payments by direct deposit or credit card.
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CSDA ROUNDTABLE: DIFFERENT BILLING METHODS FOR CUTTING SERVICES

CSDA 2009 CONVENTION

Moderators: John van Dyk
Pacific Concrete Cutters
Victoria, Canada
Tel: 866-658-5250 / email: info@concretecutting.ca

Pat Stepanski
Holes Incorporated
Houston, Texas
Tel: 281-469-7070 / email: pstepanski@holesinc.com

Introduction

Pat Stepanski: We passed out the questions, and it's the same format as what we just went
through. A little bit different, we have four sections and there's multiple questions in each
section. We're going to take about 15-20 minutes on each section, and then we're going to ask
someone from each table to stand up and give their answers. I'm Pat Stepanski with Holes
Incorporated. I've been with the company almost 30 years. Probably for the last 20 years I've
been in dispatch, sales and estimating, so I do about 90% of the billing. This is a topic that's
kind of near and dear to my heart. If you have any questions that we might not have put on the
questions list, feel free to ask. 

John van Dyk: Thanks Pat. I'm John van Dyk with Pacific Concrete Cutters in Victoria, Canada.
Just a little background on how this thing came about. I was talking, I think, with Pat O'Brien
about this topic and he said that I should bring it up, but as I'm just from Canada I'd need
someone with a strong personality and I should get someone from Texas to join me. I've been
coming to the CSDA for six years, I think, when I acquired a concrete cutting business. Prior to
that, I was with a general contractor for about 10 years. So I came, and you meet the sales
people that want to sell you the equipment and everything, and nobody ever taught me how to
do billing, so I just sort of started doing it. Based on my general contracting background, I'd
seen lots of bills from different trades. Always when you're sending a bill out, I think 'how is your
client looking at this invoice?' Naturally as a business person, you're trying to bill the most
amount of money as you can, with a reasonable expectation of working for the person again. So
the first handout here, I guess we've just identified three methods that you would either enter
into a contract or bill for, and we sort of wanted to get your pros and cons on the different ways
of each method.

Question 1 – Describe the pros and cons of the different billing methods of
billing cutting services (fixed or lump sum price, unit price and cost price).

Table 3: The cost plus, I'm going bottom-up, the cost plus was the least favorable type of billing
that we come across. It was pretty unanimous over at the table. There's too many, it's just too
hard to justify our specialty cost to the contractor all the time. It seems like it's just a pain in the
butt, and the margin always ends up being smaller. The unit prices are good if they are accurate
and the depths don’t change from what you’re quoting. The biggest margin for us was the lump
sum bidding. Typically, that's on the more difficult jobs. If it’s more difficult to perform, you’re
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assuming more risk and you deserve more profit. So, we like the lump sum, providing dispatch
puts the right operator on the job. 

Table 2: We're going to go in the proper direction and start with number one here. The fixed
price or the lump sum, we kind of agree that the pros to that is that it's the highest profit
potential. Another thing, is that when you have that, your highs and lows can average out. If
you’re a little bit low on the core drilling or you’re a little bit high on the wall sawing, you can get
the whole package and it'll probably average out. Also, you're getting paid for a good estimator,
you’re getting paid for good operators, and you’re getting paid for good high-dollar equipment.
The cons is the risk factor. You have to look at your operators knowledge, make sure that
you've got all the bid items covered, make sure the scope issues are correct and be aware of
the conflicts. Item number two is the unit price. If you've got good equipment and good
operators, you can make some money. It’s easy to quote. One item is, the customer is
questioning how much they're paying for each and every little hole, which you have to explain to
them. The cons on that unit pricing is various job conditions. Costs can change based on unit
price. A four-inch hole in a foundation doesn't cost the same as one on the third floor, and it's
easy to shop those prices. All the contractor has to do is call up and say they got a price for
four-inch holes for $20, can we beat it? The cost plus item, it’s very little risk but it's also a
limited profit.

Table 6: A lot of the topics that have been brought up, part of the discussion we had was also
about the type of job, the type of work it is, and the relationship. Clearly the fixed price is, as
people have mentioned, a good one because you're able to pool your costs and pool you’re
execution. But he [Squires] nailed it, it's about estimation. It's about negotiation and contract,
and then it’s about execution. The cons on that are scheduling changes, change orders if they
want to scale down to reduce. Say they want to cut out part of it, how do you scale down that
fixed bid. And that can adversely affect the profit, and all those unknowns in those that's are in
the fixed. In the unit price, I think the structure of the contract came out as the key piece, as you
have to build in the inclusions or the exclusions, because like they said a four-inch hole may not
be a four-inch hole. It may be a six-inch hole when you get out there and do your test hole. The
unit price, there was more transparency like they said, and also the opportunity to bid you
against others. So it brings more visibility to what you’re doing. And then the cost plus, there
wasn't a lot of experience there with the cost plus-type work.

Table 5: We’re kind of split. Some of our guys are very industry specific, but generally speaking
assuming your costs, half of our guys like to fix it in lump sum prices. Keeps you from picking
apart your charges and risks can be higher, but your return can be much better as well. You've
really got to qualify your scope of work, are some of the cons, and assumptions about what's
covered in the lump sum price needs to be addressed prior to starting your work. The unit
prices, if you've got a lot of highly-skilled operators that can produce for you, obviously you can
make better money per meter, per hole. The discrepancies of your measurements are harder to
track as well though. You've really got to have signed paperwork and really clarify your day's
activity to prove your cutting quantities. Holes, Inc. and a couple of other people are very
industry specific in the cost plus. They've got a lot of training costs, a lot of setup time, where
they just prefer to go in by the hour and track their hourly rates that way. So if they're standing
around wasting time there's no discrepancies. They feel the money's a little better in that regard.
So it’s kind of split. 

Table 4: Both on the fixed pricing and the unit pricing the pros are potentially more profit, the
cons are more risk. The cost plus, nobody at the table liked. Just to expand on that a little bit,
the generals and owners really don’t understand our costs. We have an overhead. I think
everybody here runs 18-25%, which is substantially higher than a big general that can go as low
as 2%. They also don't understand our specialty equipment and the maintenance costs that it
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takes to keep that up. One thing here you didn't expand on, or we missed it, is there's a lot of
hourly stuff that's done and we're not seeing where that comes into play here.

Van Dyk: I don't know Pat, for me hourly is kind of almost like unit price. You're just recording
something, that unit.

Table 8: Basically our group came up with the fixed price, a risk reward. Just make sure you
have your bases covered when you’re giving that price, and everything's looked at completely
and don’t miss anything because you're going to end up paying. Unit price, that's where
efficiency is going to pay off the best. You get your best operators out there and they can knock
out the footage that's going to pay. Your cons. Obviously if a job's getting held up or something,
make sure you have that downtime covered. Make sure there's some protective documentation
where superintendents sign off, because I think we all know if we just write 'two hours downtime'
more than likely they're going to short-pay that invoice. Cost plus, obviously that too. We weren't
big fans of that unless you have two operators or something where you could benefit. You want
to tell that operator to go out on a job and tell him to take his time on this one. That's about it. 

Van Dyk: This person is just saying that he thinks hourly is cost plus. 

Table 6: I guess my questions is, when people ask me if I'll work hourly I say let me bring my
truck in and unload all the high-horsepower equipment and put on an old 35. Because I know
they're getting bids from my competition, and I can’t send my high-horsepower equipment out
for that rate. Everyone here has to have an hourly rate, I would imagine, or is it different just
across the United States? I hate working for it personally, because I can’t put hard enough
diamonds on the machines or low enough horsepower to get out there and seriously work for
that rate. Because I have to get down to a certain rate because I'm competing with Huck Fin. 

Table 3: We have hourly rates and cost plus that we face all the time. Hourly rates, if you're
drilling a three-inch hole on 25 different floors, you know you can’t give them a unit price, you'll
give them an hourly rate and it'll be all-inclusive for the guy's time on the job. Cost plus comes
into play with the contracts. If we give a lump sum contract in all those documents, the owner
will dictate how much overhead and profit they will allow on any change order items. If you bid
lump sum for six-inch slab, and it's eight-inch slab, they want to see the additional cost, they
know your labor rates and they'll give you 10% mark up on that. Somebody here said already
that our overhead is significantly higher than that. So the cost plus on the contracts kills us. We
can’t make the margins. So that's the difference for us. 

Stepanski: In our industry, it's pretty specific to the petro-chemical industry. Generally we don’t
have a lot of control over time inside the plant, on docks. Drilling for dolphins, anchor bolts and
things of that nature, so we'll definitely go with an hourly rate. I see that differently in cost plus.
In cost plus, you have to justify your costs and someone's dictating what the plus is, so we run
from that. We generally go with an hourly rate because we don't have control of that job and
what my operator can do. And it will be significantly higher than what that operator will typically
make in a day for us, and then we'll throw bits on top of that. Because that's the highest
consumable that we have, especially drilling out anchor bolts and things of that nature. So we
tend to damage a lot of equipment, and we're willing to pay for those bits out of an agreed upon
price. 

Table 4: No one answered the question. So is the hourly rate or daily rate falling under unit
price then, or cost plus? I think we have to agree upon a definition that's going to be used for
the purposes of this exercise. I definitely hear confusion in the room between whether their
hourly or daily rate is considered cost plus or whether it's unit price. 
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Stepanski: The way I bid, and the way I do unit pricing, is based on diameter and depth on a
dollar price, and you come up with 'each unit costs this.' Cost plus again, to me, is different than
hourly because you’re throwing out what you want to make per hour on that particular project
based on the risks involved with it. Again, like I said, our hourly rates in the plants are going to
be considerably higher than outside the plants because the risks are higher in the sense that we
don't have control over the job. I see them as actually three separate things. You've got unit
rate, hourly rate and then cost plus. That's how I see it. 

Table 4: I just want to help out this one gentleman with contracts. In Las Vegas, about 95% of
all our work is time and material, an hourly rate. What we do, we have the same clauses in there
from the owners but we attach an hourly schedule. Like a one to 12-inch hole might cost 'x'
amount per hour. The next size hole is this much an hour, and the different depths are maybe
another $20 an hour for so many inches down. And we attach that to the contract and we write
in there, we cross out their little '15 plus 10 we're going to give you,' and we put 'per schedule.'
Now it's a published rate. That schedule dictates, even to the bean-counters, they can look at
that and say ok, this makes sense. There's no argument. In the very beginning it was hard to
get that on, and you have to educate them. Sometimes you have to go right to the source, the
contract writer, and talk to that person. You have the contract in front of you, and you have to
explain why you can’t do their 10 plus 5, and ask them to look at your schedule and that
schedule will dictate the contract for whatever happens for add-ons. 

Table 6: One thing you've got to watch out for with these contractors, supposedly, is that they
always want to lay all the liability on you. Ok, if they can do it cheaper they're going to do it
cheaper with their own men, but they want to put the liability on you. You have to have some
type of defense here, with a schedule like this fella just said here. You’re bidding on three-inch
holes and you're in a 15-story building, and the guys says they are starting on the eighth floor.
So you lug all the stuff up there and you go drill the three-inch hole, then the superintendent
says we don't want it on the second. Now you've got to grab all your stuff and the guy comes
back, I drill five holes. We've got $20 a hole, so we're not in good shape here because you got
the job and you were a low bidder. Because the guy you talked to originally said you're going to
start on the first floor and we've got a hundred holes. You've got to be certain you know what
you're doing before you get there on all those jobs. You've got to go look at them, because you
don’t know if it’s an active building or an inactive building, or if the water slurry's going to be an
issue. Every job is different. You want to get a new guy in the business, and that's who they're
calling. Because he's a real hot shot, and he's going to take that job away from you every time.
So you've got to give him a few of them until he starts to say that he can’t do this otherwise he
can’t do that. Well you don't do that, or I wouldn't have been in business 32 years. But the
outside work when you’re cutting by the foot, the idea is you want to go in at the cheapest price
and come out with the highest price. A lot of the time they'll tell you the depth is three inches,
you've got to be prepared. Walk in there and take a look at that road, maybe it’s five inches. I do
that all the time. I've cut so many roads around Rhode Island, Massachusetts. I know what the
depth is. They tell me three I'm not going to tell them any different, but I put three-inch – 10
cents and five-inch – 75 cents. You know something, that road's five inches. I bid on what
everybody else does, what they told you, at three inches. So you’re in there with whatever your
price is. When they write these contracts remember, they always want to lay the liability on you.
If you're digging a hole, you're supposed to know that bolt is four feet down. That's your
problem, pal. It’s defense. And then you go on the offense after you've got the job, and then you
show them the little technique and that's how you get good help. You train them, you send them
certification, and then in five or six years if the economy's good he's out there, he's your
competitor. 
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Van Dyk: On a couple of points this gentleman raised, certainly in my experience doing your
homework on the project is invaluable. Again, from my general contracting background you just
bid on what you see on drawings or in the specifications. Don’t assume anything else, because
it’s to your advantage to claim afterwards. Like you said, if the road's five and they're saying it’s
three, well don’t tell them that. The other thing you said about coming and starting on a building
on the eighth floor. My lesson learned is you've got to send your operator out there and even
properly supervise him, and make sure you're doing the job the way you bid it, not the way they
want it done. Because superintendents, the bad ones, are unorganized and they don’t care if
you make money on the job or not. The better ones want you in and out of the job fast, so they'll
take an interest in scheduling the work so that you make money on the job. If you think you can
just send out your operator with a work ticket and say, "go core holes," he better be a pretty
good operator, because otherwise he's going to get pushed around by the superintendent on
site.

I guess I thought what we’d try to flush out are just some tips that people have used in billing the
various types. I'm willing to certainly add category four – hourly, if you want. Just write that in.
Are there things you've done to kind of maximize your bill? It's what I was thinking when I put
this question together. So is there things that maybe you can charge for? Is there other things, a
way you can describe your bill? Things you look for on the job that you can bill for. I'm throwing
that out there to see what we come up with. 

Question 2 – List some tips associated with the different billing methods of
billing cutting services (fixed or lump sum price, unit price, cost plus or
hourly).

Table 8: Basically we came up with, as far as billing, we all came to the conclusion of being
honest with the customer. Don’t try and sneak anything in under his foot there, and make sure if
there are changes before you bill it out, talk to the project manager. Tell him what you dealt with
and come to some kind of agreement to make sure everybody's on the same page. The last
thing you want to do is to fight that project manager, 10 months down the road trying to get
money, because guess what, 90% of the time you’re not even going to see that money. It’s
basically be honest with your customer with all the items. Fixed price, unit price, cost plus. Just
communicate and have that line of communication open. 

Table 5: We said first and foremost, know your scope of work and you must read the contract.
Because sometimes you'll be very surprised. On page 50 they have one item, and on page 250
they have something in total contradiction, so which one applies? If you don’t read your
contracts, that's a big problem. We've spent most of our time talking about what are additional
items that some of us do charge for travel time, standby time, water control, air monitoring,
scanning, safety training. Some are even using the IRS mileage rate of 54 cents as a fuel
surcharge. These are things that you can negotiate into your fixed price or hourly, and/or
negotiate as charge items on your unit cost contracts. 

Table 6: We took the discussion in a different direction, which is a kind of generational
discussion on how things used to be done versus how things are going to be done in the future.
There was a discussion about how one time, morals and ethics guided your decisions and
actions, and hopefully they still will. But the financial side and the financial benefits now are
becoming more and more important with large contracts. So we got into the idea of contract
execution. When you detail your bid, that you go out and you execute your contract, and hope
that your operators are disciplined if it comes to a change. That you have a documented
process for the change, and that it's really hard to sneak things in. Like these guys said,
documenting the process, documenting the change and then mobilizing forward, and that paper
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trail and that documentation and that detail. It's unfortunate that at one point a handshake would
cover it, and you could change on the job and still get paid down the line, and that's changing.
The other things we had were, some of those ideas about fuel surcharges, how that implication
is when there's tax and other things. But the clean up stuff, the additional stuff, as it came out in
ours, it all has to be detailed in your bid. That paper trail and that detailed bid is equally
important. We came to the conclusion that it’s change order, change order, change order and
get another PO. 

Table 2: For the fixed price or lump sum, we all agreed that you need to do your homework.
Education with the general contractor, maybe think like a general contractor. Look at their side
of things and be able to answer his questions. Then there's no surprises and you can get things
ironed out as far as what's going to be done, how much it’s going to cost. For unit price, you
need to know your overhead cost, diamond, labor, equipment. You've got to know it all. As far
as that goes, again, educate the customer. Is it going to be night work, day work? That's going
to affect your unit pricing and certain things like that. Cost plus, don’t get caught in what
someone else thinks your cost of operation is. If you tell somebody you’re going to do it cost
plus and they kind of figure out what it's worth, that could be a lot different. We did a wire saw
job where you could take your 'per square foot' number and just throw it out the window. We
had so many different crane picks, so much moving, so much this that we had to tell the guy he
needed to figure and get this thing ironed out. Because he figured what our wire saw was per
day. Well, it changed a lot because we had two hours here, six hours for pick and things like
that. Working with them throughout the whole job really helped iron things out a lot in terms of
doing stuff on cost plus. The hourly, we didn’t really get to that. 

Table 4: We talked about a lot of the same stuff. A big thing is in the lump sum jobs and the unit
priced jobs, if you do changes, get them documented. Talk to the sup[erintendent], to the PM,
so everybody knows what's going on ahead of time. So you're not fighting, like somebody said,
10 months later. Cost plus job. One thing I had, this was a number of years ago, was if we did
make money it was your little charge for all the equipment. If you own the equipment and you
can charge "United" rental rates, you're going to make money. For me, that's about five times
what I normally charge. Hourly work, one thing I always do is 'so much per hour' and 'so much
for diamonds.' The different disciplines, you charge the appropriate amounts for wall sawing, flat
sawing.

Table 3: We don’t have too much to add. Keeping the invoices simple, verbiage-wise. Not too
much detail, and hopefully having them match up with any PO or any proposal that you supply
the contractor with will help expedite payment. For any changes, you do have to call. Our
estimators are required to call for any job over a thousand dollars. If it's a T&M, the customer
just calls us, or any job with changes, they have to talk to the customer. It’s the opportunity to
make sure everything went ok. If it didn't, you can be a hero at that point but you've come to an
agreement, so payment is hopefully realized as soon as possible. That's the key. But if the
company gets the invoice and it's changed, then it’s 10 months later before you get the monies. 

Table 2: I'd like to add something. I'm a vendor. I see a lot of things with the billing and change
orders. One of the things I would suggest is what I think many customers do, but it's really easy
for someone to make a mistake putting a change order on the same invoice, and typically you
want to create a separate invoice for a change order. Because if there is a hang-up, you are
going to argue over it, at least if the first one lines up, they pay the first one that's going. That
helps cash flow go through. 
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Stepanski: What we're trying to do with this exercise, and what I was thinking about, is that with
the economy today, and the way it's going down hill, a lot of the work we're going to be doing is
infrastructure work. But I think we're going to be forced to justify our prices and we're going to
get back into that cost plus, real heavy. We're going to be contractually limited on what we can
charge. We just kind of want to see what you guys would charge based on some of the
information we've put down in section 3. One of the things we've left out that we could charge
for and get away with, make our numbers justifiable to state agencies and federal government
people. No prices. This is a percentage of the total.

Question 3 – In today’s economy with increasing pressure to justify billing.
Some state and federal agencies and owners, have contractual agreements
to limit the amount of profit for work performed. What percentage of the total
bill would these categories fall into, and what other items would you add to
this list to justify your bill (labor, equipment and materials)?

Table 2: We're kind of shooting off the cuff here, because we don't have nearly as many years
in the business as others over here. We're still learning. We figure the labor issue was a little bit
hard to break down. It was quite a discussion. I think it might have taught some of our people
how to really figure our costs. But we were guessing around 40% on the labor. The equipment,
what we used was kind of a rental cost. Kind of pretend that you've bought a complete truck
fully equipped and had a five-year depreciation schedule on it, what would your banker want out
of that? Probably look at those numbers, that way you can replace that equipment when it
wears out, if you plug a certain amount into the job. We were about 18%. We figured the
consumables, about12%. That put us probably looking at an overhead of 20% and left 10%,
which is kind of not where I want to be. I can’t afford to go here if I do too much of that. Thank
you.

Table 5: We talked for a long time. We really came down to, you really only have two choices,
especially if you’re having to substantiate. That is, you do an actual job cost per job and you
plug in the allowable G&A and profit figures that they're going to allow you to have. You have to
know that going in, and you have to know what your job costs are on any given type of job, type
of work. The other way that we've done at Holes, is we take our actual percentages from our
financial and we add up all the percentages for labor, all of the percentages for administration,
all the actual job costs and percentages. We use those percentages. That's actual G&A
administrative percentages and actual profit. If anybody comes back, then on the copy of that
schedule that we've turned in, I attach the financial that I've referenced for those percentages. I
usually use the previous year's December, which is my year end, financial statement. So you
can't be undone, or someone say those are false numbers, because they aren't. 

Table 6: This table got into a discussion about utilization, because the labor rate is the variable.
So we had a discussion East to West, North to South of the states, and we excluded Canada for
obvious reasons. We had labor percentages from 24% up to 50% depending on the utilization of
equipment and trucks. But as we worked down through it, we kind of picked on your form a little
bit, because just wall saws and core drills, flat saws, generators, trucks, you know, when you're
totally loading the equipment, we came to an equipment charge between 18% and 25% in the
range. When we get down into consumables, is it just diamond consumables? Do we add in
anchors and all the other consumables? So we came in with a range of 8% to 15%. Then that
profit figure moves based on that utilization. Historically though, those figures more or less hold,
but it's tough to thin slice some of this stuff down onto those actuals, because it varies by the
way the trucks are set up. It varied by the specialty of the work. I specialized in one type of work
or another type of work, and then if we brought in disposals, some did it and some didn't. We
tried to be a little generic. 
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Table 8: We think table 5 said it all. We agree with her. 

Table 4: We didn't have anything to add on the percentages, but what I think I wanted to add is,
these other items that you asked for that you would add to your list to justify your bill. Things
that would fall under this, under materials. Slurry removal, vacuum, PPE, fuel surcharges, drug
testing, safety training charges, safety supervisor. Or anchors, bits/blades that you might bill for
separately, or want to add that, and GPR scanning if that was used. 

Table 3: Obviously the percentages are going to vary depending on the scope of work that you
do, that's being performed. I know in the case of our company, on a saw and seal job, especially
when it's a silicon sealant, the materials might represent a higher percentage. Across the board
at our table, we kind of felt like 30% labor costs, 25% equipment and 15% for others. That would
leave 30% for profit and overhead. As far as other items that might be detailed on the bill,
generators and lifts and things like that are pretty common things that we bill separately. 

Question 4 – A) How does your company obtain approval for change orders?
Does your company bill change orders differently than your standard billing?
B) What other items has your company billed for successfully that is not
actual cutting or drilling services? C) Have any company gone to online
billing and what are the pros and cons that you have experienced.  

Table 3: The hardest part we had was figuring out what questions we were on. How does your
company obtain approval for change orders? Does your company bill change orders differently
than your standard billing? I think the most important thing that came out of our group, was that
it's important to bill your change orders separately. Don't get them confused into your standard
billing, because a small change order could hold up a large billing. I think the general feeling
was, we will do change order work for a select group of companies that we've worked with for a
long time and we've built up a level of trust, with maybe limited documentation to be worked out
later. All other situations require full documentation. We're not going to do anything unless we've
got a signed piece of paper in the file. On the next page, what other items has your company
billed for successfully that is not actual cutting or drilling services? Some of the things we
identified were excavation, scanning, concrete pour back, concrete restoration, product sales,
joint ceiling, epoxy injection and one other one would be grinding.

Table 4: We just did the last page, so that's what I'm going to talk about. Other items – hole
covers, removal of the cores or debris from site, extra man on the job. Obviously Ground
Penetrating Radar scanning, separate supervision, a full time person, drug testing, dump fees,
dumpsters, Bobcats, forklifts. On the second question, yes, well at least I've done online billing.
I'll say the big con there, and it's not a con for me, but a con, because I've had a number of
contractors refuse to accept online billing and call and say that we must mail them a paper
invoice. So that still stinks, and that's still going on today. But in the case where we can use it,
there's less postage, there's no admin work, there's less paper, there's faster payment. You
don't have to worry about the invoice getting lost in the mail. All around, I think it's a really good
idea, when you can get your clients to accept it. 

Van Dyk: I'm just going to say one thing. I was just wondering if you accept online billing
yourself from your vendors? That's something maybe to add into the question.

Table 8: We took a different tack on this. Slurry collection and slurry disposal as a service. Of
course we said GRP. Fuel surcharge, some guys still get away with that, not many. And as a
diamond tool manufacturer, interest charges on late bills. 
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Table 5: The part on the change order, we said that to make sure you separate the invoices
from contract, that you separate your invoice from the change order to your contract work. My
experience with the change order, we're high in the freeway work, and so we'll have a change in
the conditions and so we actually have to stop our jobs. Because we'll be at nine inches deep
saw cutting, and all of a sudden we're going to 15 inches, to get it out. And for them to try and
understand that it is a totally different animal, that we're going to go with bigger blades, wider
blades. The other thing is that we won’t work for their rates, we have to establish and make
them understand our rates. As far as the extra services, we found at out table travel time,
standby, water control, the per diem, the safety training and the fuel charges. Now as far as the
online billing, we had a discussion. Our company, we are doing online billing and accepting
credit cards and ACH payments. And just the process of the cash flow is extreme, to be able to
do those things.

Table 2: Some of the things that we've successfully billed for, are special equipment fabrication,
traffic control, slurry disposal, concrete pour back, securing openings. One thing that I thought
was neat, was safety meetings. I think that's kind of neat. You get all your guys in the shop, a lot
of the time it's got to be after hours or something, and that can cost a little bit. As far as online
goes, I know that it's nice for us because grandpa here gets on his computer every morning,
and he has a calendar on his desk and he writes the numbers down. Every single day, he's on
top of it. And in an economy like this, it allows you to know exactly what your costs are at a
glance and go from there. The cost of that would be if your computer goes down, if you have
online problems, stuff isn't getting sent to the right place and it can become a headache, versus
the old days of having the paper with you.

Table 6: I've only got about five minutes from part of the table, then I got about an hour and a
half from the California section. Because the way things are done in California are very simple
and very straightforward. The first questions was about change orders. The change order
process is pretty straightforward, but what we talked about is normally a change order is more
complex, so meaning more money. Then also, how to justify the more money because of more
complexity. It's not just a multiplication, double the depth – double the price. Maybe it’s double
the depth – triple the price, and then having to justify that. In California there's a very organized
process to do that, which is a PhD dissertation. So if you want to know about it, this gentleman
in the yellow shirt can tell you how they itemize. It’s called forced account analysis, and
hopefully that doesn't spread, because honestly I cannot explain it to you and I'm a salesperson.
So on the change process, the simple answer is making more money on the change process
and then being able to justify it through some salesmanship and explanation. But you have to
make more money on that process. Then on the other side, very seldom does it go in the
reverse direction, and when it does, keep quiet about it and move on. Take the money and run.
Then when we looked at the additional billing, we came up with 'difficult people to deal with fee,'
where we're just going to charge extra for jerks and people we don’t want to deal with. I'm
actually kidding there, you guys listed everything, mobilization, anything outside of the standard.
Travel hotels/motels, all of that. But if somebody's difficult to deal with we're going to add a fee.
Then on the online stuff, there's some trends with credit card payments and online billing, all of
that stuff. Anything that gets paid faster, quicker, we'll take it. If somebody wants to pay with a
credit card, great, but anything that speeds up the invoicing, billing and collection process,
because time spent on that is just a waste. Get paid, get collected, all of that.

Stepanski: Are there any other questions? I want to thank everybody for their participation.
There's a lot of industry leaders sitting in this room right here, and it certainly helps by having
your input. I want to thank you very much. 

END
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